NOTE:
ROOM NUMBERING ON PLANS FOLLOWS AN INVENTORY SYSTEM REQUIREMENT.
THE HYPHEN IS DROPPED
-- ACTUAL ROOM NUMBERS ON THE SITE, OF THIS LEVEL, SUBSTITUTE THE PRECEDING "00" WITH A "P" (001-04 = P104)
-- ALL STAIRS DROP THE PRECEDING "00"s. (S001-03 = S103) OR STAIR 103

MATCHLINE 4TH AVE. TOWER
MATCHLINE 4TH AVE. SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

MATCHLINE NORTH MATCHLINE SOUTH
NOTE:
ROOM NUMBERING ON PLANS
FOLLOWS AN INVENTORY SYSTEM
REQUIREMENT.
THE HYPHEN IS DROPPED

MATCHLINE NORTH-
ACTUAL ROOM NUMBERS ON THE
SITE, OF THIS LEVEL, SUBSTITUTE THE
PRECEDING "00" WITH A "P"
(001-04 = P104)

ALL STAIRS DROP THE PRECEDING
*00**'s. (5001-03 = 5103) OR STAIR 103

BASEMENT P1 (SOUTH) FLOOR PLAN
1900 S.W. FOURTH
BASEMENT KEY
BUILDING KEY
NOTE:
ROOM NUMBERING ON PLANS FOLLOWS AN INVENTORY SYSTEM REQUIREMENT.

-- ACTUAL ROOM NUMBERS ON THE SITE, FOR THIS LEVEL, DROP THE PRECEDING "0" OR "00" (010-01 = 10 OR 000-04 = 00-04)

-- ALL STAIRS DROP THE PRECEDING "000-0"'S AND SUBSTITUTE THE WORD STAIR, (5000-08 = STAIR B)
NOTE:

ROOM NUMBERING ON PLANS Follows an inventory system requirement.

- Actual room numbers on the site for this level, drop the preceding "0" or "00" (010-01 = 10 or 000-04 = 00-04)

- All stairs drop the preceding "000-0"'s and substitute the word stair. (5000-08 = Stair B)
NOTE:
ROOM NUMBERING ON PLANS FOLLOWS AN INVENTORY SYSTEM REQUIREMENT.

-- ACTUAL ROOM NUMBERS ON THE SITE, FOR THIS LEVEL, DROP THE PRECEDING "0" OR "00" (010-01 = 10 OR 000-04 = 00-04)

-- ALL STAIRS DROP THE PRECEDING "000-0"'s AND SUBSTITUTE THE WORD STAIR. (5000-08 = STAIR 8)